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PART A

L Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark

1. Find /J^(l + cos x) dx.
1  0

2. Let / be an even function such that /(x) dx = 3. Find fipc) dx.
-23. Find the length of the curve x = 1-t ,y = 2+3t, —^ < t < 1

4. If lim f(x) = L. Find the value of lim f(h + c) .
x->c h-^0

X^ -1
5. Find lim ——.

x-^lX^ -I

6. State first derivative theorem of local extreme values

(6x1=6)
PARTB

H. Answer any seven questions. Each question carries 2 marks

7. Show that the value of sin(;c^) dx cannot possibly be 2.
8. State Fundamental Theorem of Calculus (Part 1). Use fundamental theorem to evaluate

j cost dt

I

9. Using substitution method evaluate JcotO cosec^^ dO

4J2 t \l10. Find the length of the curve y = —j— (x) -1, 0 < x < 1.
11. Define the surface area generated by revolving the curve about the x-axis.

12. If f(x) =- , Xq = 4,g = 0.05 and L = i find S > Osuch that
X  4

0< |x-Xo|<^=> |f(x)-L| <G.
x-3

13. Evaluate lim —5—
^x^-4

1x-4|

14. For the function f(x)=, x-4 '
x?t4

does lim f(x) exist
x~*4

0  , x = 4

— ,,3
4

15. Show that the function f(x) = x' + — + 7 has exactly one zero in the interval (- 00, 0)

16. Verify Mean Value theorem for f(x) = x(x-l)(x-2) in the interval [0, —].

(7x2=14)
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